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Communicative English-1

Exercise

Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Mark true [T] or false [F] :
 1. F 2. F 3. T 4. T 5. F
B. Read the names is the table. From the box, pick out the words that 

describe them. One has been done for you :

 Tara     Rohan     Madhu

 Tall      short hair    fat

C.  Answer the following questions :
 1. Tara is Madhu's best friend.
 2. Tara lives in Delhi.
 3. Tara likes to play with dolls.
 4. Madhu likes to read storybooks.
D. Think and answer orally :
 Do it yourself
Create
Working Power
Choose the correct answer. Put a tick (3) mark :
 1. b. cricket and football  2. b. chocolates and cakes
 3. a. story books    4. a. good friends
Talk Time
A. Read these words aloud. Pay attention to the sound of the letters in colour :
 Do it yourself
Circle the words that sound like bun.
B. Form pairs and do as directed :
 Do it yourself
Word World
A. Spot the odd word in each set. Put a tick (3) mark :
 1. school   pool  cool   eat
 2. best   test  home   rest
 3. chair   sit  hair   fair
B. Look at these words :
 Thin–fat
 These are opposite words.

My Friends1

3
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Match these words with their opposites :
  Word       Opposite
 1. good      f. bad 
 2. tall      c. short 
 3. straight     a. curly 
 4. come      e. go 
 5. heavy      b. light 
 6. more      d. less
Language Ladder
A. Choose the ovals which carry naming words. Put a tick (3) mark :

 run   Delhi  frock  eat  sit  Rahul  dance

B. Read these sentences :
 Fill in the blanks with I or you :
 1. I am six years old.   2. I am a good girl.
 3. I am in Class I.    4. You are a good boy.
 5. You are six years old.  6. You are my friend.
Extend
Write Away
 A. Write down the details about the three friends in the lesson :
 1. Tara is six years old. She studies in class I.
  She likes to eat chocolate and cakes.
 2. Madhu is in class I she.
  lives in Delhi. She lives with her parents.
 3. Rohan is seven years old. He also goes to Bal Vihar school. He is in 

class II.
B. Write about yourself :
 Do it yourself
Relate
Fun Time
Choose four friends and ask them these questions. Then complete the table :
Do it yourself

The Surprise Gift2

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Fill in the blanks with the correct word :
 1. The birthday frock was yellow in colour.
 2. The room was decorated with balloons for the party.
 3. It was Sara's sixth birthday.
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. Her parents gave her a yellow track with black lace and grandparents 

gave her a book.
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 2. Sara liked the bicycle most as she was very delighted to get the surprise 
gift.

 3. She was happy and enjoyed the party with her all friends. She was happy 
with her parents. She even got the surprise gift from his uncle while 
enjoying the party. It was a bicycle as a gift.

C. Think and answer orally :
 Do it yourself
Create
Working Power
Mark true (T) or false (F) :
 1. T 2. F 3. F 4. T 5. T
Talk Time
Do it yourself.
Word World
Read these words. They are from the story you have just read :
wonderful day               yellow frock               lovely gift               tiny bell
Fill in the blanks with describing words. See who all you meet at the end :
 1. I am a small pup.
  I have black ears.
  I have four legs and twenty paws.
  My name is Tommy.
 2. I am a brown cat.
  I have a long tail.
  I have four legs.
  I have two small ears.
  My name is Puff.
Language Ladder
Sara got a bicycle on her birthday. When is your birthday? What do you want 
on your birthday? Who will you call on your birthday? Where will you go for a 
party?
We use who, what, where and when to ask questions.
Do it yourself
Now complete the conversation below using who, what, where and when :
 Riya  :  Hi, Rohan! where is your home?
 Rohan  :  Hi, Riya! It is very close. What are you doing here?
 Riya  :  I have come to invite you for my birthday.
 Rohan  :  Oh! That's great! When is your birthday?
 Riya  :  It is on 31 December.
 Rohan  :  Wow! What a day! What are your plans?
 Riya  :  My parents are throwing a party. You must come with your  

  parents.
Extend
Write Away
Don't you like to celebrate your birthday? Why? Write three sentences :
You may begin like this :
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I like to celebrate my birthday because ..........................................................
Do it yourself
Relate
Fun Time
Now make a birthday chart showing the dates of your classmates' birthdays. 
You can even make a birthday card for them. How happy your friends will be 
to receive your card! Wouldn't you like to get cards on your birthday?
(Clue : Make a chart showing the different months of the year. Write down the 
names of the students who have their birthdays on a certain month beneath the name 
of that month. Remember to write down the dates. Make the chart colourful with 
pictures and drawings. Your teacher will put up the best chart on the greenboard.)
Do it yourself

Cleanliness3

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Answer the following questions :
 1. Minni and Pappu are brother and sister.
 2. Minni and Pappu keep their house clean.
 3. Their mother cooks food for them.
 4. Minni and Pappu lays the table.
 5. Minni and Pappu water the plants daily.
B. Think and answer orally :
 Do it yourself
Create
Working Power
Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. iii, 2. i, 3. ii 
Talk Time
From a pair and have a talk on the given hints  :
Do it yourself
Language Lader
 Fill in was or were :
 a. were, b. was, c. were, d. am, e. were
Extend
Write Away
Do it yourself
Relate
Fun Time
Do it yourself
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Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Match the animals with their homes :

B. Answer the following questions :
 1. Mala and Manu are brother and sister.
 2. Grandfather was giving food to the animals.
 3. Mala and Manu saw fish, duck, horse and cow at the farm.
 4. There are fish and duck in the pond.
C. Think and answer orally :

! Do it yourself
! People have pet animals to play or to protect their house.
! A dog guards a house.

Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. i, 2. iii, 3. ii
Word World
 Search the names of pet animals in the grid and write them in the blanks :
 

 PARROT          DOG

 CAT           GOAT

 COW           RABBIT

Language Ladder
 Join the given sentences with ‘and’ :
 a. You have a cup and a plate.
 b. She has a frock and shoes.
 c. I have books and pens.
 d. I like cricket and football.

At the Farm4
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Extend
Write Away
 Write the sounds of these animals. Get help from the box. One has been 
 done for you :
 1. A dog barks.
 2. A cow moos.
 3. A bird chirps.
 4. A lion roars.
 5. A cat mews.
Relate
Fun Time
 Look at the picture and circle the wild animals :

Pintu's Daily Routine5

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Complete the sentences :
 1. morning, 2. jam and butter, 3. greets, 4. time
B. Rearrange the jumbled letters in the following groups to make words :
 1. bread, 2. park, 3. milk, 4. juice, 5. bottle, 6. technik
C. Answer the following questions :
 1. Pintu takes bread, butter, jam and a glass of milk in his breakfast.
 2. Pintu goes to school by bus.
 3. Pintu writes in his note book neatly.
 4. Pintu goes in the park in the evening.
D. Think and Answer orally :
 Do it yourself
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. iii, 2. i, 3. i 
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Word World
    cat        dog 
    rat       log 
    sat       fog
    mat       frog 
Language Ladder
A. Write the names of the things in the pictures :
 

  pencil       bag  watch   orange

  egg     bread  apple   cake

  fan     butter  basket   spoon
B. Now, write the names of the objects that you have in your classroom :
 Do it yourself
Extend
Write Away
 Look at the pictures and write one sentence about each. One has been 

done for you :
 1. Pintu goes to school on time.
 2. He writes in his notebook neatly.
 3. He comes0000000000 back home at 2 o’ clock.
 4. He plays many games with his friends.
 5. He sleeps at 10 o’ clock. 
Relate
Fun Time
 Do it yourself

ogat

India : Our Country6

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Fill in the blanks :
 1. sacrifice and courage, 2. prosperity, 3. Ashoka Chakra, 4.  golden, 5. active
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. Our national flag is called Tiranga.
 2. Green, white, saffron.
 3. Saffron is the symbol of sacrifice and courage.
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 4. A peacock have a blue colour feathers.
 5. Our national animal is Tiger.
C. Think and answer orally :
 1. On national festivals.
 2. Independence Day, Republic Day and Gandhi Jayanti.
 3. Mahatma Gandhi
Create
Working Power
A. Tick (3) the correct option :
 a. ii, b. ii, c. iii, d. i
Language Ladder
 Fill  in the blanks with is, are or am :
 1. am, 2. are, 3. are, 4. is, 5. are
Extend
Write Away
 Paste here the picture of our national flower and write five sentences  
 about it:

! Lotus is our national flower.
! It grows in muddy water.
! It is known for its purity.
! It has broad leaves and pink flowers.
! It also symbolizes beauty and knowledge.

Relate
Fun Time
Do it yourself

The Crow and the Peacock Feathers7

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Write T for true and F tor False statement :
 1. F, 2. T, 3. T, 4. T
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. The crow found peacock feathers.
 2. The peacock feathers were very beautiful.
 3. The crow stuck the peacock feathers on his body.
 4. The birds were surprised because it was really a beautiful bird.
 5. The crow was ashamed of himself at last.
C. Think and answer orally :
 1. Do it yourself
 2. No, it is not good to keep birds in cages.
 3. Do it yourself
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
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 1. iii, 2. i, 3. ii, 4. ii
Language Ladder
Use of in, on and under:
 Fill in the blanks with in, on or under :
 1. on, 2. under, 3. in, 4. on, 5. under
Extend
Write Away
 A crow was very thirsty. It found a beaker with some water. The water was very 

deep. The crow put pebbles in the water. The water came up. It drank the water.
Relate
Fun Time
A. The picture given below has different parts of different animals.   
 Identify them and write their names :
 Elephant, Lion, Zebra and Horse
B. Give an interesting name to this animal :
 Manimal
Relate
Fun Time

A Scene of the Park8

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Answer the following questions :
 1. The children were in the park.
 2. Geeta and Radha are playing on the see-saw.
 3. Soni and Raju are sliding down the slide.
 4. Meena is swinging on the swing.
 5. The children were buying ice cream.
B. Think and answer orally:
 Do it yourself
Create
Working Power
B. Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. iii, 2. i, 3. ii
Language Ladder
A. Circle the Proper Nouns in the given sentences :

 a. Pakhi   plays with Sheena.

 b. The   Taj Mahal   is a beautiful building.

 c. Abhi   lives in   America.

 d. Meeta Saxena    is my friend.
B. Complete the given sentences :
 Do it yourself
Extend
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Write Away
 Look at the pictures and write about the park :
 1. swings, 2. flowers, 3. trees, 4. fountain
Relate
Fun Time
  Do it yourself

Never Give Up9

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Match the words given in the two columns :
 1. The sky      is clear.
 2. The reels     are on the roof.
 3. The big kites     are flying high.
 4. The small kite    collects its courage.
 5. The boys are     flying kites.
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. The boys are flying kites.
 2. Cords are tired to the tails of the kites.
 3. Red and yellow kites are flying in the sky.
 4. Yellow kite is proud.
 5. We learn from this story that we should not be proud.
C. Think and answer orally :
 Do it yourself
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. iii, 2. ii, 3. i, 4. iii
Talk Time
 Do it yourself
Word World
 Do it yourself
Language Ladder
A. Fill in the blanks with a or an :

  a cat   an elephant    an eye

  a bottle   an orange    a bell
B. Complete the sentences with a or an : 
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 1. a, 2. an, 3. A, 4. a, an
Relate
Fun Time
Solve the Puzzle :
 In the 2nd picture there is one bird less. Also there is no ball or  flower. Also 
there is no kite. One cloud is less.

The Little Mouse10

Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Complete the words :
 1. hunter, 2. enjoyment, 3. friend, 4. tickle, 5. roar
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. The lion was sleeping.
 2. The mouse was naughty.
 3. The mouse awake the lion by running over him.
 4. The hunter set the net for the lion.
 5. The mouse helped the lion.
 6. True friend is the one which helps others in need.
C. Think and answer orally :
 Do it yourself
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 a. i, b. i, c. ii, d. ii
Talk Time
 Do it yourself
Word World
 Change the first letter of each word and make the word that matches the 

picture :
 1. king – ring, 2. rose – nose, 3. sun – bun, 4. house –mouse. 5. frown – brown, 

6. tell – well
Language Ladder
 Fill has or have in the blanks :
 a. has, b. has, c. has, d. have, e. have, f. have, g. have
Extend
Write Away
 Do it yourself
Relate
Fun Time
 Do it yourself
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Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Write T for true and F for false :
 1. T, 2. T, 3. T, 4. F
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. The  ant was busy.    2. The ant was collecting grains.
 3. The grasshopper made fun of the ant.
 4. The grasshopper came to the ant to beg for food.
 5. The ant helps the grasshopper.
C. Think and answer orally :

! The ant was hard-working
! Do it yourself
! Do it yourself

Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. i, 2. ii, 3. ii
Word World
 1. rain, gain, 2. ate, tea, 3. one, son, 4. over, caste, 5. under, stood
Language Ladder
A. Look at the pictures and write this or that :
 a. This, b. This, c. This, d. That
B. Look at the pictures and write these or those :
 a. Those, b. Those, c. These, d. These
Relate
Fun Time
 Tick (3) the things which you can store in your house for a long time :

The Wise Ant11

3 3

Kiran and Mala12

Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. i. play games   2. iii. her leg.  4. i. milk and cake.
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. Mala is the name of Kiran's sister.
 2. Mala likes to read books.
 3. Seeta and Geeta are their friends.
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 4. Mala gives Kiran milk to drink and cake to eat. She takes care of her.
C. Think and answer orally :
 1. When Kiran falls down and hurts her leg, her legs start bleeding. Her sister 

applies medicine on the cut she gives her milk to drink.
 2. Do it yourself
Create
Working Power
 Answer the following questions :
 1. Kiran and Mala are different because Kiran does not know what to do but 
  Mala actually does.
 2. Mala likes to read books. 3. Mala does not like playing badminton.
 4. Mala helps Kiran.
Talk Time
A. Read these words aloud. Pay attention to the sound of all :
 Do it yourself
B. Form groups of four. Use the words tall, short, talkative and silent to 

describe everyone in your group.
 Do it yourself
Word World
A. The words tall and short are opposites.
 Match these words with their opposites :
  Word    Opposites
 1. good    d. bad
 2. go     c. come
 3. cold    e. hot
 4. down    a. up
 5. hard    b. soft
B. Fill in the blanks with the opposites of the words given in colour. Choose 

from the box :
 1. My friend is tall but I am short.
 2. He is very thin but his brother is very fat.
 3. I love to eat ice cream but I hate chips.
 4. This cloth is smooth but that one is rough.
 5. I am happy that the holidays are over but my brother is sad.
Language Ladder
Fill in the blanks with describing words from the box :
 1. a thin neck  2. a big house   3. a cute baby
 4. a tall man  5. a red apple   6. a long tail
Extend
Write Away
Write a few sentences describing yourself and your friend. You may write 
about your face, hair, height, family, your likes and dislikes, etc.
Do it yourself
Relate
Fun Time
Place your hands on a sheet of paper and draw an outline. Then name the fingers.
Do it yourself
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